Trace-based Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation generates machine code for frequently executed paths (so-called traces) instead of whole methods. While this has several advantages, it complicates invocation of compiled traces as well as exception handling, so that previous trace-based compilers limited the way in which traces could be invoked.
INTRODUCTION
Trace-based JIT compilers compile frequently executed paths, so-called traces that are recorded during execution . Figure 1(a) shows the control flow graphs of two methods, while Figure 1(b) shows three traces that span both methods. All traces start at block 1, which is their trace anchor. Which basic blocks are selected as trace anchors depends on the trace recording implementation, as there are multiple ways for detecting trace anchors Hiniker et al. 2005; Bebenita et al. 2010b ].
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In previous work [Häubl and Mössenböck 2011; Häubl et al. 2012 Häubl et al. , 2013 , we implemented a trace recording infrastructure and a simple trace-based JIT compiler by modifying Oracle's Java HotSpot Virtual Machine (VM). This article contributes the following new aspects:
-We describe a novel and flexible trace transitioning system that allows arbitrary transitions between interpreted and compiled code. We compare our system to other trace-based and method-based JIT compilers. -We extend our simple trace-based compiler so that it can now also call separately compiled loop traces from compiled code. We discuss issues that arise in this context. To address those issues, and to simplify the invocation of loop traces, we propose to check certain invariants for loop traces before compiling loops separately. -We extend our trace compiler with a new approach for generalized exception handling in a way that exceptions can be thrown and caught efficiently within traces or across trace boundaries. -We evaluate our trace-based compiler in terms of peak performance, amount of generated machine code, and compilation time for the benchmark suites SPECjvm2008 [Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation 2008] and DaCapo 9.12 Bach [Blackburn et al. 2006] . The results are compared to the method-based Java HotSpot client and server compilers.
PREVIOUS WORK
In previous work [Häubl and Mössenböck 2011; Häubl et al. 2012 Häubl et al. , 2013 , we implemented a trace recording infrastructure and a simple trace-based JIT compiler for Java based on the production-quality Java HotSpot VM. Our implementation supports two different kinds of traces: loop traces anchored at loop headers, and method traces anchored at method entries. Figure 2 shows the runtime system of this VM. Execution of a Java application starts with the class loader that loads, parses, and verifies the class files. This results in runtime data structures such as the constant pool and method objects. Then, a static loop analysis step is performed on the loaded bytecodes to detect loop headers and to create tracing-specific data structures. This explicit loop detection step avoids the detection of false loops , which may occur in other approaches where every backwards branch target is assumed to be a potential loop header. The detected loop headers and all method entries are then used as potential trace anchors.
Trace Recording
The Java HotSpot VM uses an interpreter that consists of hand-written assembler templates [Griesemer 1999 ]. Our trace-based Java HotSpot VM uses two different versions of this template-based interpreter. Execution starts in the normal interpreter, which counts the execution frequencies of trace anchors. This avoids trace recording for rarely executed code parts and allows executing bytecodes at nearly the same speed as the interpreter of the unmodified VM. When a trace anchor is executed frequently enough, it is marked as hot and execution switches to the trace recording interpreter. This interpreter is instrumented to record the executed path and the observed type information in a thread-local buffer. Traces that start at this hot anchor are then recorded for a certain number of times until they are considered hot and therefore compiled to optimized machine code.
Other trace-based compilers typically store information about encountered bytecodes in a single trace, even if the trace crosses method boundaries. So, inlining is done during trace recording Bebenita et al. 2010b; Bolz et al. 2009 ] and may result in large traces that cannot be split and must be compiled as a whole. We use a different approach. When a method invocation is encountered during trace recording, a separate trace is started for the invoked method and this separate trace is linked to its caller trace [Häubl and Mössenböck 2011] . This restricts individual traces to span at most one method while the linking preserves the call structure and also makes the traces context sensitive: every call site knows exactly which traces were called there. The resulting data structure is similar to the dynamic call graph of the executed application. This allows delaying any inlining decisions to the time of JIT compilation when more information is available.
After a trace has been recorded, our system checks if the trace should be stored or if it was already recorded before. If the trace was already recorded, we just increment a counter in the stored trace to record the execution frequency. Otherwise, the threadlocal trace is copied to globally accessible memory and stored in the list of all traces for that trace anchor.
Our trace recording approach supports all Java features such as exception handling, Java subroutines, reflection, and invocation of native methods. All frequently executed trace recording operations, such as recording information for specific bytecodes, are directly implemented in the assembler templates of the trace recording interpreter. More complex operations, such as storing the recorded traces, are implemented in the C-based runtime of the interpreter.
To simplify the detection of already recorded traces, each trace is identified by a hash code. This hash code is computed in a way in which two traces that took the same path but invoked different traces have different hash codes. This ensures that context-sensitive information is preserved over method boundaries. Our trace recording approach would allow recording context-sensitive call information for every executed path through the whole application. However, this would result in a large number of traces for complex applications. To reduce the number of recorded traces to a reasonable amount, loop traces and traces for recursive method invocations are not linked to their parent trace so that the hash code of the parent trace is not modified. So, context sensitivity is preserved over method boundaries but not over loops or recursive methods.
After performing trace recording a certain number of times for a trace anchor, the recorded traces are compiled to optimized machine code. When execution reaches a trace anchor for which compiled machine code already exists, this machine code is invoked instead of interpreting the bytecodes. More details about our trace recording approach can be found in Häubl and Mössenböck [2011] .
Compilation
Oracle's Java HotSpot VM ships with two different JIT compilers that share most parts of the VM infrastructure. The client compiler is a simple method-based compiler that is designed for the best startup performance and implements only basic optimizations to achieve a decent peak performance [Kotzmann et al. 2008] . Compilation starts with generating the High-level Intermediate Representation (HIR) that is in Static Single Assignment (SSA) form [Cytron et al. 1991] and represents the control flow graph. On this level, optimizations such as constant folding, null-check elimination, and method inlining are applied. The resulting optimized HIR is used to generate the Low-level Intermediate Representation (LIR), which is close to machine code but still mostly platform independent. The LIR is used for linear scan register allocation [Wimmer and Mössenböck 2005] and translation to machine code.
The server compiler uses partial-method compilation [Whaley 2001; Fink and Qian 2003] and is designed for long-running server applications to produce highly efficient code for the best-possible peak performance [Paleczny et al. 2001] . Servers execute mostly long-running applications so that the longer compilation time constitutes only a small total execution time overhead. When compared to the client compiler, the server compiler performs many additional optimizations such as escape analysis, loop invariant code motion, and loop unrolling.
Our trace-based JIT compiler is based on the Java HotSpot client compiler, because the client compiler has a simpler structure and can be modified more easily. Although all techniques are general enough to be also applicable to the server compiler, the complex structure of the server compiler is less approachable for the changes that are required for trace-based compilation, especially in the context of a research project.
Compiling the traces of a trace anchor to optimized machine code involves multiple steps. First, our trace-based compiler builds its HIR by merging the recorded traces into a trace graph. Assuming that the traces in Figure 3 (b) were recorded, we build the trace graph shown in Figure 3 (d), which is a hybrid between a traditional control flow graph (Figure 3(a) ) and a trace tree (Figure 3 (c) ) so that both control flow duplication and inner merge nodes are allowed. Merging the traces is explicitly done by the JIT compiler and not during trace recording, because by the time of JIT compilation, all relevant traces have been recorded and more information is available. So, a trace graph allows duplicating code in cases where it makes sense while avoiding code bloat that may occur for trace trees.
On the HIR, we perform general and tracing-specific optimizations such as constant folding and trace inlining. Trace inlining is our most profitable optimization. It is more powerful than method inlining because traces contain context-sensitive information, which helps us to avoid inlining unnecessary method parts [Häubl et al. 2012 [Häubl et al. , 2013 . This is shown in Figure 4 , where two different callers invoke the same method. Each caller just needs a certain part of the invoked method so that different traces are recorded for the two callers. When compiling the caller traces, trace inlining is used to inline only those traces that are needed by the specific caller. This is a significant advantage over the context-insensitive profiling information that is typically used by method-based compilers, as such compilers would inline all executed method parts into both callers.
During trace recording, we record type information for the receiver objects of virtual calls. This information is also context sensitive so that our trace-based compiler can inline virtual calls more aggressively without causing code bloat.
In the next compilation step, we generate the LIR that is used for register allocation and code generation. The resulting optimized machine code is then invoked by one of the interpreters or by other compiled traces.
Our trace-based compiler only compiles method parts that are actually covered by traces. Untraced code parts are replaced by deoptimize [Hölzle et al. 1992] instructions that fall back to the trace recording interpreter if executed, as shown in Figure 3(d) . By omitting untraced code parts, we decrease the number of merge points in the compiled code so that our trace-based compiler can optimize more aggressively. This results in better peak performance and also generates less machine code.
When a deoptimize instruction is executed, we trigger an extended version of the Java HotSpot deoptimization mechanism to fall back to the trace recording interpreter. When execution continues in the trace recording interpreter, a partial trace is recorded that directly starts at the point of deoptimization instead of at the trace anchor; see Figure 3 (e). If deoptimization is required too frequently for a piece of machine code, this code is invalidated and recompiled using the originally recorded traces and all partial traces. The additional information in the partial traces allows the compiler to increase method coverage, which in return reduces the deoptimization frequency; see Figure 3 (f). The Java HotSpot VM deoptimization mechanism is fairly slow, but it avoids generating compensation code for infrequently executed cases.
Compilation Units
Figure 5(a) shows the call graph for a certain set of methods. Every box represents a method, and arrows are method calls. Within the call graph, method g contains a polymorphic call where three target methods are possible.
Figure 5(b) shows the compilation units for a method-based compiler that uses aggressive method inlining. When method a is getting compiled, the methods b, c, and d are inlined, leading to new calls that are inlined again. When the inlining reaches the polymorphic call, the inlining heuristic can either choose to inline none, some, or all target methods. Inlining all target methods can cause significant code bloat so that, for example, the Java HotSpot server compiler only inlines polymorphic calls with a maximum of two target methods. So, the inlining stops at the polymorphic call and each target method is compiled as a separate compilation unit. This example results in four compilation units that have a, h, i, and j as their root methods.
Figure 5(c) shows the compilation units of a trace-based compiler that uses aggressive trace inlining. When the method traces of a are getting compiled, the context-sensitive trace information is used for inlining so that when the traces of f are getting inlined into b and c, each caller only inlines those traces that it actually requires. The contextsensitive traces and the type of information for the receiver objects of virtual calls help to avoid polymorphic calls. Assume that in this example, the polymorphic call depends on the caller so that only one target method has been observed for every variant of g. So, with a sufficiently aggressive inlining policy, the JIT compiler can inline all relevant code parts into one compilation unit.
Figure 5(d) shows possible compilation units for a trace-based compiler that uses less aggressive trace inlining. So, the inlining stops earlier, which results in smaller compilation units so that the method entries of a, b, and i become the roots of the resulting three compilation units. However, the context-sensitive trace information still helps to avoid the polymorphic call in this example.
Depending on the size of the resulting compilation units, the JIT compiler can perform different optimizations. Large compilation units offer more opportunities for optimizations, but they also require more time for compilation and more machine code is generated because inlining duplicates code parts. The time required for JIT compilation usually increases more than linearly with the size of the compilation unit as some optimizations have a nonlinear run time. For startup performance, small compilation units are usually better so that the JIT compilation quickly results in machine code that can be executed instead of interpreting the bytecodes. However, for the best peak performance, the compilation units should be sufficiently large to allow good optimizations.
TRACE TRANSITIONING
Unlike other trace-based compilers Bebenita et al. 2010b; Bolz et al. 2009 ], we do trace inlining during JIT compilation instead of during trace recording [Häubl et al. 2012] . This allows using sophisticated inlining heuristics to avoid unnecessary code bloat as more information is available during JIT compilation. However, it requires a good trace transitioning system as traces may invoke other interpreted or compiled code. So, for our trace-based compiler, invoking traces is as important as invoking methods is for a method-based compiler.
In our previous work [Häubl and Mössenböck 2011; Häubl et al. 2012] , we focused on compiling and invoking Java traces that start at method entries. Method traces are fairly simple as there are many similarities to methods so that we were able to reuse large parts of the method invocation mechanisms of the Java HotSpot VM. However, this limited our previous trace transitioning system as compiled code could not invoke interpreted or compiled loop traces. This had a negative effect on the amount of generated machine code and sometimes also resulted in an additional runtime overhead. We extend our previous work with a flexible trace transitioning system that allows arbitrary transitions between interpreted and compiled code.
Separating Loops from Methods
Method-based compilers use On-Stack Replacement (OSR) [Hölzle and Ungar 1994] for long-running loops to switch from interpreted to compiled code in the middle of a method. Which parts of a method are compiled for on-stack replacement is up to the compiler. If the whole method is compiled, the profiling information for the method part before the loop and the method part after the loop is inaccurate as those parts were executed infrequently. This may result in insufficiently optimized machine code. If only the loop is compiled, the optimized code falls back to the interpreter when the loop exits.
When switching from interpreted code to compiled code within a loop, the interpreted stack frame and its values are converted into a compiled stack frame. This conversion can be expensive, but it is done only once so that execution can continue in the compiled machine code. If the loop's parent method is compiled at a later point of execution, this compilation includes the long-running loop so that the OSR machine code will not be executed anymore.
Our trace-based approach is a generalization of OSR. It establishes loops as top-level compilation units to allow complete separation of compiled method traces and compiled loop traces. So, a compiled loop trace has its own stack frame and its own block of machine code that does not necessarily become obsolete when traces of the parent method are compiled. This adds a significant amount of flexibility to our compiler as we can choose to extract loops into their own compilation units when advantageous. It helps us to reduce the size of each compilation unit and affects the compilation time positively as the compilation time often increases more than linearly with the size of the compilation unit.
Invoking loop traces is difficult since many values may flow into loops. Loops can also modify the values that flow into them so that multiple values may have to be returned to the caller when the loop exits. Otherwise, the caller would continue working with outdated values.
To simplify invocation of loop traces, we enforce the following restrictions: we do not compile loop traces separately if they use monitors or operand stack values that were defined outside the loop. So, it is never required to pass monitors or operand stack values to loop traces. Furthermore, we do not compile loop traces separately that exit while there are still locked monitors or remaining values on the operand stack. This simplifies returning from loop traces as it is never required to return monitors or operand stack values, while not restricting parameters and local variables that flow into loops.
Both restrictions are small and affect less than 1% of all loops we have seen so far. To enforce those restrictions, we use abstract bytecode interpretation to simulate how the loop interacts with the operand stack and with monitors. Figure 6 shows that our simulation starts at the loop header with an empty operand stack and without any monitors. During the simulation, we check whether the loop tries to use a nonexisting operand stack value or a nonexisting monitor. If this is the case, the loop traces cannot be compiled separately. Furthermore, we also verify for every loop exit that the operand stack is empty (only exception handlers may have one stack value, which must be the exception object) and that there are no remaining locked monitors. When the simulation ends, the loop is marked as compilable or not compilable according to the simulation 6:10 C. Häubl et al. result. Loops that are not separately compilable have all their traces inlined into their parent trace when the parent trace is compiled.
Figure 7(a) shows the control flow graph of a method that contains a loop, which has the blocks 4 and 7 as its loop exits. A method-based compiler would compile the method as a whole, while our trace-based compiler can compile the loop independently from the remaining method. Figure 7 (b) shows a possible trace graph that is created when the recorded method traces are compiled by our trace-based compiler. The loop is invoked by the trace in block 1 and all required values are passed to the loop upon invocation. When the loop exits, it returns all modified values as well as the ByteCode Index (BCI) of the taken loop exit. Execution returns to the artificial block d that uses the returned BCI to dispatch to the correct successor. In the given example, we assume that only block 7 was covered by traces so that execution deoptimizes to the interpreter if the loop exits to block 4.
Figure 7(c) shows the loop trace graph that is built when the recorded loop traces are compiled. This compilation is independent from the compilation of the method traces so that it can occur earlier or later. During its execution, the loop uses the values that were passed upon loop invocation. When a loop exit is encountered, all modified values as well as the BCI of the taken loop exit are returned to the caller.
Loop Calling Conventions
Restricting the way in which loop traces can use monitors and the operand stack greatly simplifies the invocation of loop traces, as it is only necessary to transfer parameters and local variables. Figure 8 shows the calling conventions we use for loop traces. When a loop is invoked, we pass an invocation pointer to an invocation area so that the loop can access the parameters and local variables it actually requires. Figure 8 (a) shows that this is simple when the loop is invoked by interpreted code because the parameters and local variables are explicitly contained in the interpreter frame. When the callee loop starts execution, it reads the required values by addressing them relative to the invocation pointer and holds them in registers or spill slots within the loop's stack frame. Eventually, execution reaches a loop exit where it writes back all modified values that the caller might access, again using the invocation pointer as the base address. Finally, the loop returns the BCI of the taken loop exit in a specific register. So, the interpreter can continue execution at the returned BCI since the latest values of parameters and local variables were written back to the interpreter frame.
If the loop is invoked from compiled code, such as in Figure 8 (b), the compiled caller holds its values in registers or spill slots. So, the caller allocates an invocation area at the top of its compiled frame, where it spills its live parameters and local variables before invoking the loop. This brings the parameters and local variables into a defined order and allows the caller to pass an invocation pointer to the callee. The callee loop reads the required values upon loop entry and writes back all modified values when the loop exits. The BCI of the taken loop exit is then returned in a specific register so that the caller can determine where to continue execution. If the invoked loop has only one loop exit, the caller can continue directly without checking the returned BCI. However, if the invoked loop has more than one exit, the compiled caller uses the returned BCI to dispatch to the correct location in the compiled code. Before execution actually continues, it first reads the latest values from the invocation area.
Our calling conventions also support calling an interpreted loop from compiled code, as shown in Figure 8 (c). This allows the calling traces to be compiled earlier than the loop traces. At loop invocation, the compiled caller spills the live parameters and local variables to the invocation area at the top of its frame. Because the parameters and local variables are in the same order as in an interpreter frame, the interpreter just needs to allocate a partial stack frame containing space for the interpreter-specific data, monitors, and operand stack. So, the invocation area becomes a part of the interpreter frame. During loop execution, the interpreter modifies the parameters and local variables in place. When the loop exits, the interpreter-specific part of the stack frame is discarded and the loop exit BCI is returned in a specific register. Because the parameters and local variables were modified in place, the invocation area already contains the latest values so that no data has to be written back explicitly. The compiled caller then continues execution as if a compiled loop were invoked.
The case shown in Figure 8 (c) also occurs after deoptimization of a compiled loop trace that was invoked by compiled code. After deoptimization, the stack looks exactly as if the compiled code invoked an interpreted loop. If this calling convention variant was not supported, the compiled caller would have to be deoptimized as well, which could result in cascading deoptimizations. By giving the deoptimized loop a separate interpreter frame, we can isolate the effect of deoptimization so that it affects just a single stack frame. Figure 9 shows that our calling conventions enable arbitrary transitions between interpreted and compiled traces. This was not supported by our previous work and adds a great amount of flexibility to our system. The transitions can be grouped into the following four categories:
(1) The first category covers transitions from interpreted to interpreted code. Those are mainly relevant during startup when the application is executed in the 6:12 C. Häubl et al. interpreter and hardly any code has been compiled yet. In later execution phases, those transitions are still required because the compiled code may deoptimize to the interpreter. (2) The second category covers transitions from compiled code to interpreted code.
Those transitions occur when frequently executed traces are compiled and less-hot traces are inlined during JIT compilation. Then, those less-hot traces may invoke other code that was not jitted yet. (3) The third category covers transitions from interpreted code to compiled code, which occurs during startup when not-yet-compiled code invokes code that was already jitted. This happens because more frequently executed code (e.g., code with multiple callers) is hotter and therefore compiled earlier. After startup, those transitions still occur when the caller was deoptimized and is therefore interpreted. (4) The fourth category covers transitions from compiled to compiled code. In nontrivial applications, those transitions occur most frequently because all relevant code parts are jitted eventually. So, to achieve a good peak performance, most trace transitions must fall into this category.
In comparison to that, Figure 10 shows the transitions possible in a traditional method-based system. There, loops are always compiled with their enclosing method and do not have separate stack frames.
We also evaluated a concept for register-based loop calling conventions. Such calling conventions could be more efficient and could decrease the loop invocation overhead but would significantly complicate the transition between interpreted and compiled code. Because the loop body is usually executed multiple times, execution tends to stay within a called loop for a longer time than within a called method. Furthermore, for best peak performance, it is more profitable to inline the loop, as mentioned in Section 3.3. So, it is unlikely that peak performance would profit significantly from register-based calling conventions for loop traces.
Loop Inlining
Method-based JIT compilers compile whole methods (including loops) to optimized machine code. During compilation, the compiler collects information about the values that are used within the method and the loops. This information may consist of types, constant values, or the observation that an object does not escape the method. Common The significance of those issues can be reduced by recording profiling information about the passed values. To mitigate all disadvantages, trace-based compilation must perform loop inlining. For this, the trace-based compiler builds the loop's trace graph and replaces the loop invocation with that graph, as shown in Figure 7(d) . Then, all loop exits are linked to their correct successor blocks using jump instructions. This allows the compiler to optimize the loop and its caller as a whole, which results in a similar effect as method inlining.
In our previous work [Häubl et al. 2012] , loops were always inlined as we had not yet defined suitable calling conventions for loops. This had a negative impact on the startup performance and the size of the generated machine code as loop inlining makes the code of the separately compiled loop obsolete. Our new trace-based compiler uses the recorded probability of entering the loop to decide if the loop should be compiled separately or if it should be inlined.
EXCEPTION HANDLING
Although exceptions should only be thrown in rare cases, some Java applications heavily rely on exception handling. A few applications even use exception handling for control flow decisions. Therefore, a trace-based JIT compiler also must support the most frequent exception handling cases in an efficient way.
Exception handling in method-based compilers always either continues directly in the exception handler or unwinds the call stack and handles the exception in one of the callers. When a method frame is unwound, all values that were used within the method are discarded as they are no longer needed. For a trace-based compiler, this is more difficult. If an exception is thrown in a loop and caught in the loop's parent, any values that were modified in the loop have to be returned to the parent when the loop frame is discarded. This is necessary so that execution can continue in the exception handler using the latest values. Previous trace-based compilers for Java [Bebenita et al. 2010b; ] either stopped or aborted trace recording when an exception was thrown. This simplifies trace recording but may result in inefficient exception handling when the traces are compiled to machine code. Our trace recording approach supports exceptional control flow so that exception sources and exception handlers frequently are within the same compilation unit, as shown in Figure 11 (a). If the exception handler was covered by recorded traces and was therefore compiled to machine code, exception handling is as efficient as possible because the compiled code can dispatch directly to the exception handler. If the exception handler was not compiled, execution deoptimizes to the interpreter. Because a trace-based compiler tends to have larger compilation units than a method-based compiler (traces are smaller than methods and therefore have a higher potential to be inlined), exceptions stay within the same compilation unit most of the time.
Figure 11(b) shows the case where an exception unwinds from a method trace and execution continues within a loop trace. When unwinding the method trace, all live values can be discarded as they are not needed by the caller. In that case, our exception handling is similar to exception handling in a method-based compiler. The same approach is also taken when a loop trace throws an exception that is caught neither within the loop trace nor within its enclosing method.
Figure 11(c) shows the case where an exception unwinds from a loop trace and execution continues in the trace of its enclosing method. The loop trace might have modified some parameters or local variables, so execution must use the latest values when it continues in the exception handler. This case is complicated by the fact that the involved frames can be either interpreted or compiled.
When a compiled loop trace throws an exception that is caught in its enclosing method that was compiled separately, we deoptimize the loop trace to the interpreter. This creates the case shown in Figure 8 (c) and ensures that the loop's latest values are written back to the invocation area of the caller. Then, the frame of the loop trace is unwound and exception handling continues in the caller. The caller loads the latest values and rethrows the exception using the BCI of the instruction where the exception initially occurred in the loop trace. Eventually, execution continues in the correct exception handler with the latest values.
If this case occurs for an interpreted loop that was invoked by compiled code, we immediately unwind the interpreter-specific part of the loop frame because the interpreter modified the invocation area in place. So, the invocation area already contains the latest values and exception handling can directly continue in the caller.
If an exception unwinds from a loop trace and the exception is caught in the enclosing method, our approach has some overhead as it relies on deoptimization. This overhead is only relevant for frequently thrown exceptions and can be addressed easily using loop inlining so that exceptions are thrown within the same compilation unit, which is the most efficient way to handle exceptions.
FURTHER OPTIMIZATIONS
In addition to our calling conventions and the better exception handling, we added some more optimizations to our trace-based compiler. We added a type system that can store different kinds of type information for every SSA value because the original type system of the Java HotSpot client compiler was fairly limited. Our new type system is especially useful for inlining of polymorphic calls, where the receiver is represented by a single SSA value but its type may vary for every inlined method. Furthermore, it is also possible to keep track of the fact that the type of value is a subtype of a specific class or that a value has multiple possible types.
Our new trace-based compiler also incorporates a more advanced trace inlining technique that we described in a recently accepted article [Häubl et al. 2013] . The work in that article significantly increased peak performance but focused on trace inlining heuristics and covered neither trace transitioning nor exception handling.
Type-Specific Optimizations
Figure 12(a) shows the Java source code of the method concat(), which concatenates two character sequences. Two call sites that invoke concat() with different parameters are shown in Figure 12 (b). When the callers are getting compiled, each caller inlines those concat() traces that were recorded for the specific caller. This context sensitivity allows specializing the inlined code for the specific caller and reduces the number of types observed for each value so that aggressive type-specific optimizations can be used more frequently.
The first caller only passes String objects to concat(), which is also reflected by the type information recorded in the traces. When inlining those traces, the JIT compiler generates the optimized pseudo-code shown in Figure 12 (c) and uses runtime checks to guard the assumption that only String objects are passed as a and b. When such a runtime check fails, the execution deoptimizes to the trace recording interpreter.
For the remaining compilation unit, the compiler knows that a and b are always String objects so that it is possible to change the CharSequence.length() interface calls to String.length() calls. Unlike the interface calls, those calls can be inlined easily. Furthermore, it is now also possible to eliminate the instance-of checks as neither a nor b is a StringBuffer object. So, it is known that result is a StringBuilder object so that the calls to append() can also be inlined easily.
The second caller either passed a String or a StringBuilder object as the first parameter and always used a String object as the second parameter. The optimized pseudocode for this caller is shown in Figure 12(d) . The first call to CharSequence.length() is polymorphic as the type information in the traces indicates that a is either a String or a StringBuilder. So, two type checks are added that dispatch to the inlined versions of String.length() and StringBuilder.length(). If a is neither a String nor a StringBuilder, the execution deoptimizes to the trace recording interpreter. For the invocation of CharSequence.length() on b, a guard is added to ensure that b is a String object. In the next step, it is possible to eliminate the instance-of checks as neither a nor b is a StringBuffer. So, the result is a StringBuilder object and the calls to append() can be inlined.
By using the type information for optimizations such as removal of type checks and elimination of redundant guards, we increase the performance and help the compiler to reduce the bookkeeping information that is required for deoptimization.
Tail Duplication
One optimization typical for trace-based compilers is tail duplication, which duplicates control flow along frequently executed paths . If performed excessively, this results in a trace tree ] without any inner merge nodes but also exponential growth of compiled code because of the duplicated control flow. To avoid excessive tail duplication, we merge multiple traces into a trace graph prior to compilation. This data structure is a hybrid between a control flow graph and a trace tree and allows both control flow duplication and inner merge nodes.
Combining tail duplication and aggressive trace inlining can easily result in code bloat because calls may get inlined multiple times when the call itself is duplicated. Therefore, we use a heuristic that ensures that only small blocks (up to 20 bytecodes) are duplicated. When a larger block is encountered, we merge the control flow so that the block is only compiled once. However, a successive small block can again trigger control flow duplication. We also experimented with larger amounts of tail duplication, but we were not able to achieve a higher peak performance, while the amount of generated machine code and the time required for JIT compilation increased dramatically.
EVALUATION
Our trace-based JIT compiler was implemented for the IA-32 architecture of Oracle's Java HotSpot VM using the early access version b12 of the upcoming JDK 8 [Oracle Corporation 2013] . For benchmarks, we use an Intel Core-i5 processor with four cores running at 2.66GHz, 4 * 256kB L2 cache, 8MB shared L3 cache, 8GB main memory, and Windows 8 Professional operating system. We evaluate our trace-based compiler on the benchmark suites SPECjvm2008 [Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation 2008] and DaCapo 9.12 Bach [Blackburn et al. 2006] and present results for the following configurations:
-The configuration HotSpot client uses the unmodified method-based Java HotSpot client compiler from the early access version b12 of the upcoming JDK 8. This is our baseline as our trace-based JIT compiler builds on the client compiler. All other results are normalized to results of this configuration, which is only implicitly shown in the figures as the 100% mark. -The configuration tracing peak performance represents our trace-based JIT compiler and uses aggressive trace inlining and all exception handling mechanisms described in this article. It is optimized for peak performance while generating still reasonable amounts of machine code. Furthermore, for nested loops, we ensure that inner loops are at least inlined into the outermost loop of the same method. This increases the performance in case the inner and the outer loops operate on the same values, as the loops are optimized as one compilation unit. -The configuration tracing minimum code also represents our trace-based JIT compiler and uses all exception handling mechanisms described in this article. However, less aggressive trace inlining is used so that loop traces are less frequently inlined and more often compiled separately. This decreases the amount of generated machine code while not sacrificing too much peak performance. -The configuration tracing abort on exception is optimized for peak performance but aims to illustrate how important good exception handling is for the peak performance of complex applications. So, it aborts and invalidates the record traces in case an exception is thrown. This is the simplest way of handling exceptions (e.g., used by , , and Bebenita et al. [2010b] ) but has the disadvantage that those instructions that always throw an exception are never compiled. We also tried another variant that stops recording the current trace when an exception is thrown so that the instruction that throws the exception and the corresponding exception handler are never within the same compilation unit. This approach was used, for example, by Bebenita et al. [2010a] and but shows almost the identical performance as aborting the traces. -The configuration HotSpot server represents the unmodified, method-based Java HotSpot server compiler from the early access version b12 of the upcoming JDK 8. This JIT compiler is explicitly designed for best peak performance and performs significantly more optimizations than our trace-based compiler (e.g., escape analysis and sophisticated loop optimizations).
We evaluate our compiler with the SPECjvm2008 and the DaCapo 9.12 Bach benchmark suites. Each benchmark suite is measured in terms of peak performance, amount of generated machine code, and compilation time. To ensure comparison fairness, all presented configurations use the same garbage collector. For our trace-based compiler, the amount of generated machine code also includes data specific to trace-based compilation such as additional deoptimization information required for fall-back to the 6:18 C. Häubl et al. interpreter. Each benchmark suite was executed 15 times and we report the average of those results along with the 95% confidence interval.
SPECjvm2008
The SPECjvm2008 benchmark suite consists of nine benchmark categories that measure the peak performance. Next to the individual benchmark results, we present the geometric mean of all results. A heap size of 1,024MB is used for all measurements. Figure 13 shows that all our trace-based configurations outperform the client compiler in all cases. On the benchmarks compress and sunflow, our configuration tracing peak performance slightly outperforms the Java HotSpot server compiler. This is mainly due to the aggressive trace inlining, but also, the type system with the contextsensitive information has some impact. In general, our tracing configurations achieve a peak performance that is somewhere between the Java HotSpot client and the HotSpot server compiler. On average, the speedup to the client compiler is 17% with aggressive inlining and 12% with moderate inlining.
For rather small and loop-intensive benchmarks such as crypto, mpegaudio, and scimark, we achieve only a small speedup compared to the client compiler. This is the case because our trace-based compiler does not perform any sophisticated loop optimizations yet. Furthermore, trace inlining does not have a significant advantage over method inlining on small and loop-intensive benchmarks because a method-based compiler can also inline all relevant code parts [Häubl et al. 2012] . The SPECjvm2008 benchmarks also hardly throw any exceptions, so changing the exception handling has a modest impact only on the benchmarks compiler and xml. Figure 14 shows the amount of generated and invalidated machine code on top of each other. The dark bars in Figure 14 show the total amount of generated machine code, while the light bars indicate the amount of machine code that was invalidated because optimistic optimizations deoptimized too frequently. The figure shows that our tracing configurations generate less machine code than the client compiler on average. Especially, our configuration tracing minimum code is efficient in terms of generated machine code. For the benchmarks compiler and xml, some of our tracing configurations use too aggressive optimizations during startup, so that the overspecialized code deoptimizes frequently and must be recompiled later on, which results in a fairly high amount of generated machine code. The configuration tracing abort on exception shows that good exception handling hardly increases the size of the generated machine code. Figure 15 shows the time required for JIT compilation. On average, our tracing configuration tracing minimum code spends 34% less time on JIT compilation than the client compiler, while our configuration tracing peak performance still needs 12% less time than the client compiler. The server compiler, which is explicitly designed for peak performance, and which performs significantly more optimizations than our trace-based compilers, spends more than 12x as much time on JIT compilation than our configuration tracing peak performance.
DaCapo
The DaCapo 9.12 Bach benchmark suite consists of 14 Java applications. Each benchmark is executed 20 times with the default data size so that the execution time converges. Next to the individual benchmark results, we present the geometric mean of all results. A heap size of 1,024MB is used for all measurements. Figure 16 shows the peak performance results for the DaCapo 9.12 Bach benchmark suite. Several of the DaCapo 9.12 Bach benchmarks use exceptions so that the bad exception handling of the configuration tracing abort on exception significantly affects the performance. Compared to the client compiler, our configurations tracing minimum code and tracing peak performance show a similar or higher peak performance on all benchmarks. For the benchmarks luindex, pmd, and sunflow, our configuration tracing peak performance outperforms the server compiler. The benchmarks luindex and sunflow profit from the aggressive trace inlining and the context-sensitive type information, while the high performance of pmd is the result of trace inlining and the good exception handling of our trace-based compiler.
In general, our tracing configurations achieve a peak performance between the client and the server compiler, where tracing peak performance is on average 20% faster than the client compiler and only 6% behind the server compiler. Compared to the client compiler, we achieve the highest speedup on the benchmark jython, which executes a large number of virtual calls that can be inlined by our compiler. This benchmark also profits from trace inlining and the larger compilation units of our trace-based approach.
The dark bars in Figure 17 show the total amount of generated machine code, while the light bars indicate the amount of machine code that was invalidated because optimistic optimizations deoptimized too frequently. Our configuration tracing minimum code generates less machine code than the client compiler, while the configuration tracing peak performance generates more. The configuration tracing abort on exception shows that not compiling exception throwing bytecodes hardly reduces the size of the generated machine code. Figure 18 shows that our configuration tracing minimum code requires 25% less time for JIT compilation than the client compiler, while tracing peak performance requires 14% more time than the client compiler. The server compiler performs significantly more optimizations and spends more than 12x as much time on JIT compilation than the client compiler. 
Discussion of Results
Our tracing configurations perform especially well on large applications such as the DaCapo 9.12 Bach benchmarks, where aggressive trace inlining results in large compilation units and better-optimized machine code. Combined with the good exception handling and optimizations that use the context-sensitive type information, our configuration tracing peak performance outperforms the server compiler on a few benchmarks. This is interesting as the server compiler is designed for best peak performance and implements significantly more optimizations than our trace-based compiler. Our results show that a fairly simple trace-based compiler can achieve an excellent peak performance by performing only basic traditional optimizations and aggressive trace inlining. Depending on the target platform, our configuration tracing minimum code is also interesting as it combines a good peak performance with little generated machine code and an excellent compilation time.
For some applications and benchmarks, such as DaCapo 9.12 Bach lusearch and pmd, good exception handling is crucial. Ignoring exception handling during trace recording, as is done in most of the related work, leads to unacceptable slowdowns for some applications and is therefore not suitable for production use. Our tracing of thrown exceptions and our trace inlining approach ensure that frequently thrown exceptions are compiled together with the corresponding exception handler. This significantly increases the performance of benchmarks with lots of exception handling.
Our trace-based compiler does not do loop optimizations such as loop unrolling or loop-invariant code motion, so there is only a small performance gain for small and loop-intensive benchmarks. There, the server compiler is especially strong as it does perform sophisticated loop optimizations. However, this also shows that our trace-based compiler still has plenty of potential as it performs only basic traditional optimizations so far.
Figures 19 and 20 show the average trace transition frequencies for the benchmark suites and the configuration tracing minimum code. The largest number are transitions from compiled code to compiled code, which is the fourth category according to Figure 9 . This occurs because all relevant code parts have been compiled when the application reaches its peak performance. Furthermore, the number of transitions to compiled method traces is significantly larger than the number of transitions to compiled loop traces, for two reasons. First, compiled loops are invoked less frequently as execution stays within loops for a longer time than within methods because the loop body is typically executed multiple times. To directly compare those two numbers, the loop invocations would have to be scaled by the average number of loop iterations. Second, it is disadvantageous to focus solely on compiling loops as aggressive trace inlining might result in huge compilation units before inlining ends because of reaching the next loop. Furthermore, the compiler would still lack information about the values that flow into the loop because those values are passed in from the enclosing method. When compared to our previous work [Häubl et al. 2012] , where loops were always inlined, the startup performance and the size of the generated machine code both improved by 2% on average.
RELATED WORK
Our trace-based compiler is a hybrid between a tracing compiler ] and a traditional method-based compiler that uses partial-method compilation [Whaley 2001; Fink and Qian 2003] . We compare our contribution against both trace-based and method-based related works.
Trace-Based Compilation
Trace compilation was pioneered by in their Dynamo system. They used a software interpreter to execute native instruction streams. During execution, hot instruction sequences are identified and recorded. Those traces are then optimized and the generated machine code is executed directly. The Dynamo system assumes that every backward branch is a possible loop header. However, this leads to the detection of false loops .
Trace-based compilation is also used for compiling dynamically typed languages such as ActionScript ], JavaScript ], or Python [Bolz et al. 2009 ]. In those cases, the recorded traces contain information about the encountered types so that the trace-based compiler can perform type specialization. This results in high speedups as boxed types can be replaced by primitive types so that operations such as adding two integers can be replaced by a single hardware instruction instead of a method call. In contrast to that, Java is a statically typed language so that most type information is already available at compile time. Therefore, similar optimizations are mostly not applicable for Java. We focus on work that is targeting Java, as this is closest to our work.
Rogers [2002] implemented a JIT compiler for Java that detects and compiles frequently executed basic blocks. Frequently executed blocks that are related to each other are grouped together, optimized, and compiled to machine code. In comparison to method-based compilation, this approach compiles up to 18% fewer bytecodes. and used trace-based compilation to compile Java on resource-constrained devices. Similar to the Dynamo system, backward branch targets and side exits of existing traces are considered as trace anchors. When a trace anchor was executed frequently enough, trace recording is started and the recorded trace is compiled to machine code. If an exception occurs during trace recording, they abort trace recording and invalidate the recorded traces. Compiled traces are linked together to form a trace tree with explicit tail duplication. While the trace tree simplifies many optimizations, it cannot be used for applications with a complex control flow because excessive tail duplication results in code bloat. Still, this approach is fairly popular and a similar concept is used by the Dalvik VM [Bornstein 2008; Cheng and Buzbee 2010; Oh et al. 2012] on Android-based mobile devices. Bebenita et al. [2010b] implemented trace-based compilation for the meta-circular Maxine JVM. The VM uses a nonoptimizing baseline JIT compiler instead of an interpreter, and was extended to generate instrumented code for trace recording. When an exception occurs during trace recording, they abort and invalidate the recorded traces.
To avoid tail duplication, recorded traces are merged into trace regions with control flow merge points prior to JIT compilation. Bebenita's JIT compiler uses various loop optimizations and achieves excellent speedups for loop-intensive benchmarks, while performing worse than method-based compilation on benchmarks with fewer loops.
Based on the IBM J9/TR JVM, implemented a trace-based JIT compiler. Their trace recording approach focuses on linear and cyclic traces without any join points except the head of cyclic traces. To reduce the transition overhead between interpreted and compiled code, a code sequence is generated for every potential trace exit to ensure that the stack is compatible to the interpreter. Such code sequences are also required for every bytecode that might throw an exception. They compare their trace-based JIT compiler to a slightly less optimizing version of their methodbased JIT compiler and achieve 96% of its peak performance on the DaCapo 9.12 Bach benchmarks. extended that work to avoid short-lived traces and unnecessary trace duplication. This reduces both the amount of generated machine code and the compilation time, while peak performance is not affected. When the application throws an exception during trace recording, the trace recording stops and the trace is stored. This is slightly better than aborting trace recording but still does not support that the exception source and exception handler are in the same compilation unit.
Our system targets Java and builds on an existing production-quality JVM. Similar to the work of Bebenita et al. [2010b] , we detect loop headers using a static analysis on the Java bytecodes to avoid false loops. However, we do not solely focus on loops but allow traces to start at loop headers and method entries. Another major difference to other trace-based systems is our way of trace recording, which delays inlining decisions to the time of JIT compilation. At that point, more information is available than during trace recording so that sophisticated inlining heuristics (similar to those used in method-based compilers) can be used to control code bloat. Furthermore, we merge recorded traces into a trace graph before compilation [Häubl and Mössenböck 2011] . There, control flow merges are allowed, which addresses the problems with tail duplication so that complex traces can be handled efficiently. During compilation, we apply general and tracing-specific optimizations before generating machine code and we use the type information that is recorded in the traces to perform aggressive inlining of virtual calls. Unlike other trace-based compilers, we support the most efficient way of exception handling where the exception source and the exception handler are in the same compilation unit. Furthermore, we do not need to generate compensation code for every exception-throwing bytecode, as we rely on deoptimization instead.
Method-Based Compilation
Bradel and Abdelrahman [2005] recorded trace information to guide inlining decisions in a method-based compiler. An offline feedback-directed system was implemented for the Jikes RVM, which considers return instructions and backward branch targets as trace anchors. The system was evaluated on the benchmarks SPECjvm98 and Java Grande and resulted in a 10% higher performance while 47% more machine code was generated.
Partial-method compilation [Whaley 2001; Fink and Qian 2003 ] uses profiling information to detect infrequently executed method parts. Those parts are then excluded from compilation, so that fewer bytecodes are compiled. This reduces compilation time and increases startup performance. The Java HotSpot server compiler [Paleczny et al. 2001] is one example of a production-quality JIT compiler that uses this technique. Suganuma et al. [2006] implemented region-based compilation where compilation heuristics and profiling data are used to exclude rarely executed method parts from compilation. Method inlining is used heavily to group frequently executed code into a single compilation unit, a so-called region. If a method part must be executed that was not compiled, the affected method is recompiled and on-stack-replaced so that the execution continues in the recompiled code. This approach reduces the compilation time by more than 20% and increases the performance by 5% on average for the benchmark suites SPECjvm98 and SPECjbb2000.
Our trace-based system also only compiles frequently executed method parts, and similar to a method-based compiler, it uses inlining to increase peak performance. However, it has the advantage that the recorded trace information is context sensitive and that we inline traces instead of methods. So, we can avoid inlining method parts that were executed frequently in total but that are not required for the current caller. Therefore, our trace-based compilation is more selective than partial-method compilation so that more aggressive inlining is possible without risking code bloat. We increase peak performance further by using the context-sensitive type information, which is recorded in the traces, for aggressive and optimistic optimizations. Another difference to methodbased JIT compilers is that we generalize on-stack replacement and establish loops as top-level compilation units so that they can be compiled and invoked independently from method traces. This increases the flexibility of the compiler when deciding about compilation unit boundaries. Our most efficient way of exception handling (where the exception source and its exception handler are within the same compilation unit) is similar to exception handling in a method-based compiler. However, the chance that the exception source and its exception handler end up in the same compilation unit is higher in our trace-based system because we inline more aggressively.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a trace-based JIT compiler for Java that is integrated into Oracle's production-quality Java HotSpot VM. The runtime system supports traces that start at method entries or at loop headers, and we employ efficient calling conventions for invoking traces from interpreted and from compiled code. Furthermore, our trace-based compiler can handle exceptional control flow efficiently, which is an important factor to achieve good peak performance for complex Java applications.
By combining ideas from tracing and traditional method-based compilers, our system achieves a good peak performance while spending little time on JIT compilation. Compared to the Java HotSpot client compiler, we achieve up to 59% speedup (20%, on average) for complex benchmarks such as DaCapo 9.12 Bach jython.
